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What we as lawyers have learned from the COVID-19 pandemic is that the legal profession was largely ill-prepared for this catastrophe. We have weathered natural disasters. We have endured earthquakes and wildfires. We have withstood economic booms and busts. But we have never experienced a simultaneous onslaught of disease, quarantine, scarcity, travel restrictions, mass unemployment, and the forced closure of courts and businesses. Most did not foresee the length and severity of the crisis.¹

The public arrival of COVID-19 (the novel coronavirus 2019) in the United States in early 2020 brought with it many social, political, and economic dislocations and pressures. These changes and stresses included and fostered adjustments in business law and the work of business lawyers. This Article draws attention to these COVID-19 transformations as a socio-legal reflection on business lawyering, the provision of legal services in business settings, and professional responsibility in business law practice. While business law practitioners, like other lawyers, may have been ill-prepared for pandemic lawyering, we have seen them rise to the occasion to provide valuable services, gain and refresh knowledge and skills, and evolve their business operations. These changes have brought
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with them various professional responsibility and ethical challenges, all of
which are ongoing at the time this is being written.

Business lawyering—the profession and craft of representing business
ventures and their promoters and constituents—is influenced by
individual client affairs, industry considerations, and broader systemic
concerns. The year 2020 and the emergence of a highly contagious and
intransigent virus will not easily be forgotten for the impact on all three
of these influences on business law and the activities and decision-making
of business lawyers in the United States and around the globe. Client
businesses were disrupted in innumerable ways, from government-
mandated business shutdowns to adaptations in product mix and business
models. Distilleries used their alcohol to produce hand sanitizers, and auto
manufacturers made ventilators. Unemployment soared to new heights,
and public health concerns interacted (and sometimes clashed) with
conceptions of individual liberty.


4 See GENE FALK ET AL., UNEMPLOYMENT RATES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: IN BRIEF, CONG. RES. SERV. R46554 (Jan. 12, 2021), at 2 (“[T]he unemployment rate increased from 3.5% in February 2020 to 4.4% in March 2020, peaked at 14.8% in April, and then fell to 6.7% in December. The peak represents the quickest month-over-month increase in unemployment rates and the highest overall unemployment rate since the CPS data started being collected in 1948.” (footnotes omitted)) (available at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R46554.pdf).

These dislocations in the undertakings of client firms, commercial sectors, and public life have had many identifiable effects on business law and lawyering. Business law issues became trendy in the news and academia, as well as in client affairs and law practice. On March 30, 2020, about two weeks into our public recognition that COVID-19 was a more serious problem in the United States than we had originally thought, one of us wrote a short blog post commenting on business law’s popularity.

COVID-19’s effects on financings and M&A, as well as contracts more generally . . . , the rapid adoption of the Coronavirus Act, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a/k/a the “CARES Act” . . . , and the President’s invocation of the Defense Production Act have me feeling like I am drinking business law water out of a fire hose this past week. Anyone else feeling that way? Whew!\(^6\)

The spring of 2020 was an intense time for us all, and for business lawyers, emergent business law issues were a part of that overall climate.

This Article isolates three specific areas for attention. First, the Article notes and comments on several legal issues affecting businesses (drawing from, among other regulatory frameworks, contract, business associations, and federal securities law) that achieved new or renewed prominence as business firms adjusted to the pandemic. Those attentive to the application of these areas of the law understand that *force majeure* clauses, emergency bylaws, and annual shareholder meetings, for instance, garnered fresh and focused attention. In addition, the application of war-time commercial regulation to aspects of business logistics for some firms (from sourcing to manufacturing to distribution) added a novel dimension to business law practice for lawyers representing those firms. Insurance questions also emerged as salient business law concerns, given the significant business disruptions caused by COVID-19.

Next, the Article identifies and categorizes ways in which law firms and law practice responded to challenges generated by or in the pandemic. Perhaps most remarkable in this regard is the seemingly ubiquitous advent of dedicated COVID-19 web pages on law firm websites and the development of specialized legal technology applications. However, it also bears noting that stay-at-home orders and general prudence have kept

business lawyers, like so many others, out of their traditional workplaces. Other practice changes follow from those workplace changes.

Finally, the Article focuses in closely on the ways in which principles of professional responsibility and professional ethics (more broadly) interact with identified disruptions and alterations in law and law practice. Competence remains a critical core professional responsibility that requires attention, but aspects of lawyering and the lawyer-client relationship in the pandemic also put stress on confidentiality obligations and offer many additional challenges relating to the business lawyer’s professional obligations. No doubt as the pandemic devolves, additional professional responsibility issues will manifest themselves.

The reflections and observations shared in this Article are neither unique nor exhaustive. They merely represent a sampling. However, they offer both a cultural snapshot of the business law field in a period of marked transitions and food for thought for individual lawyers as they plan for and navigate the practice of business law moving forward.

I. Emergent Business Law Issues in the Pandemic

It did not take long after COVID-19 took hold of our world for the pandemic to impact businesses, industries, and socio-economic affairs in the United States. As these impacts were felt, lawyers and law professors assumed front-line positions in the resulting legal questions facing, among others, businesses and their management. Although, with even a small amount of hindsight (all we have at the time this is being written), some of the dominant legal questions that emerged were predictable, others were more novel.

Perhaps the most unique legal issues arising out of the pandemic relate to the government’s use of the Defense Production Act (the “DPA”), a federal law that celebrated its 70th anniversary in 2020.

The Defense Production Act of 1950, in a sweeping delegation of power, authorizes the president, if he finds it “necessary or appropriate to promote the national defense,” to establish, inter alia, a priorities and allocations program. The president is to use the power so conferred to meet military requirements “promptly and effectively,” without “undue” disruption of production for civilian uses, and “within the framework, as

far as practicable, of the American system of competitive enterprise.”

By its name and genesis, the DPA is Korean War era legislation that exists to assure the production of weapons and military resources. It was not known to be a hot topic in twenty-first century corporate boardrooms and C-suites across the United States, as a general matter.

Yet, in the middle of March 2020, the President issued an executive order delegating authority under the DPA to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to:

determine, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce and the heads of other executive departments and agencies as appropriate, the proper nationwide priorities and allocation of all health and medical resources, including controlling the distribution of such materials (including applicable services) in the civilian market, for responding to the spread of COVID-19 within the United States.

The invocation of the DPA in this context became a hot news item.

A series of memoranda and statements followed in relatively rapid succession, some mentioning the names of specific businesses (including certain high-profile, well-known firms) and health and medical resources (including ventilators and personal protective equipment).

---


on short notice, lawyers were responding to the call for advice on the DPA and the extent of the President’s authority under it. Although some lawyers—notably, government contract lawyers—were certainly aware that the DPA existed and could be used to alter domestic private production to address and adjust production allocations outside the military context, many general business law practitioners were undoubtedly unaware of the breadth of coverage of the DPA, if they knew about the DPA at all. The pandemic has put business lawyers on notice that they must be aware of it and know how to address it with corporate boards and other business entity managers.

Business lawyers also have gotten a great review of at least one aspect of first-year contracts courtesy of COVID-19. The search for and interpretation of force majeure clauses consumed the time and practice of business lawyers starting in the spring of 2020. The absence of force majeure clauses (or their deficiency in specific circumstances) forced those practicing business law to review and enhance their expertise in the common law contract doctrines of impossibility, impracticability, and


12 See, e.g., J. Michael Littlejohn, Using All the King’s Horses for Homeland Security: Implementing the Defense Production Act for Disaster Relief and Critical Infrastructure Protection, 36 PUB. CONT. L.J. 1, 2 (2006) (“Based on legislative changes in 1994, the Defense Production Act of 1950 and the Defense Priorities and Allocations System (DPAS) apply to disaster relief and, based on changes in 2003, also can be implemented for ‘critical infrastructure protection and restoration’ whether the infrastructure is owned by federal, state, local, or private concerns.” (footnotes omitted)).


frustration of purpose. In mergers and acquisitions and other corporate finance practice, material adverse change and material adverse effect clauses have received attention for similar reasons.

Emergency corporate bylaws also gained renewed attention in the business law community in the spring of 2020, along with other corporate governance issues. The possibility that a board of directors may not be able to meet physically—or even through conference call or video—stimulated interest in emergency bylaws. Corporate boards added or tuned up their emergency bylaw provisions under the guidance of their legal counsel if that was deemed necessary or desirable. The lawful conduct of virtual annual meetings of shareholders, at a time when some annual meetings already had been noticed as physical meetings, also created notable board activity guided by legal advice. Federal securities regulation—in the form of proxy regulation—as well as state business entity law was implicated in this advice, causing the U.S. Securities and

---
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Exchange Commission to publish guidance.\textsuperscript{21} As has been true for so many things in the COVID-19 era, technology was a key driver of advice on corporate governance solutions, with law firms posting guidance on their websites.\textsuperscript{22}

In general, business lawyers got inventive in bringing legal claims of many kinds. A federal district court case recently decided in Tennessee, 

\textit{Nashville Underground, LLC v. AMCO Insurance Company},\textsuperscript{23} offers a notable example involving the interpretation of a business interruption insurance policy. The plaintiff in the action, a Nashville bar, restaurant, and entertainment venue, claimed coverage under the food contamination endorsement in its business interruption insurance policy for the damages suffered when it was forced to close its doors by governmental orders issued in March 2020 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The insurer denied coverage. The court held for the defendant insurer on its motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, finding the contract language unambiguous. The court's conclusion in its opinion noted sympathy, in spite of the outcome.

Like many Americans, the undersigned can sympathize with Plaintiff and so many of our other small to medium-sized businesses that seem to have borne much of the brunt of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. One could understand if Plaintiff (or anyone else) lamented that it simply is not right that this should be the case. But it also is not right, or lawful, for a business's insurer to be on the hook for coverage it simply did not contractually commit to provide. Presumably like a myriad of other enterprises throughout this nation, Plaintiff in retrospect perhaps would have bargained for broader coverage but simply did not foresee such need before the unprecedented

pandemic conditions arose in 2020. Accordingly, Plaintiff was unfortunately left without the coverage it now asks this Court to find in an insurance policy that simply does not provide it.\textsuperscript{24} Sympathy notwithstanding, cases of this kind are decided on the basis of specific contract language. Although overall insurers tend to be winning in these contract interpretation battles, insureds are prevailing in some cases, at least in pretrial and summary judgment motion battles.\textsuperscript{25}

The examples provided here are but a few of those that could be highlighted to date during the COVID-19 pandemic. Through their advice, business lawyers have proven themselves useful in responding to the questions, opportunism, and misfortunes of their clients. Early in the pandemic, patterns emerged relating to business opportunities and disruptions and the corresponding need for targeted legal advice. It was a time for creative business lawyers to pivot and innovate.

II. INNOVATIONS IN BUSINESS LAW PRACTICE IN THE PANDEMIC

While lawyers are good at many things, innovating is not usually one of them. This is because lawyers are trained to follow precedent (in the form of judicial opinions and transactional documents) and spend their days inside the boundaries of statutes, agency regulations and guidance, and court decisions.\textsuperscript{26} Constantly working within a given set of boundaries may not stimulate innovative thinking. Moreover, lawyers tend to be more skeptical than the average population, making them quick to focus on the

\textsuperscript{24} Id. at *11.


\textsuperscript{26} Kenneth A. Grady, Make Your Practice Innovative and Efficient, WYO. LAW. Aug. 2015, at 18, 19; see also Eric Mankin, Innovation in Practice: Why It’s So Hard, LAW PRAC., Dec. 2006, at 42, 42–43 ("The structure of the law itself retards innovation because the law is based on precedent--and, quite naturally, this concern for precedent transfers to the management of law practices. Thus, the most common question a would-be firm innovator faces is ‘Who is already doing this?’ If similar firms have not adopted a new approach, then the law firm will not want to try it.").
difficulty in every opportunity and more resistant to change. These common traits create barriers to innovation within the legal profession as a whole.

Yet, the unique circumstances surrounding COVID-19 have shoved the legal services sector toward greater operational and technological advance. The stay-at-home orders brought about by the pandemic have made the use of technology requisite to communications with colleagues and clients, and law offices have had no choice but to innovate. Although under ordinary circumstances lawyers tend to innovate in response to a slow push to adapt caused by competition within relevant legal services sectors, the pandemic is forcing lawyers and law offices (including, but not limited to, private firms) to innovate more rapidly and broadly in order to survive in their client service missions. In this part, although we focus attention on innovations emanating from and impacting business lawyers, many of our observations apply also to law practice writ large.

The first and most obvious change caused by COVID-19 and quarantine orders has been that lawyers began working from home. While the work-from-home movement was already taking off in many sectors prior to COVID-19, the legal sector had been slow to adopt this working model. Leaving aside multijurisdictional practice challenges, lawyer
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29 Well before (and extending into) the COVID-19 pandemic, legal work performed over the Internet has generated significant discussion and consternation in professional responsibility circles. See, e.g., *Lawyers Working Remotely*, ABA Formal Op. 20-495 (Dec. 16, 2020) (“[I]n a pandemic that results in safety measures—regardless of whether the safety measures are governmentally mandated—that include physical closure or limited use of law offices, lawyers may temporarily be working remotely. How long that temporary period lasts could vary significantly based on the need to address the pandemic.”); Joan MacLeod Heminway, *Business Lawyering in the Crowdfunding Era*, 3 AM. U. BUS. L. REV. 149, 169–70 (2014) (noting, with respect to lawyering in connection with Internet-based crowdfunding, that “[p]rofessional responsibility rules on the unauthorized practice of law typically focus on where the lawyer is practicing law . . . . In this context, it may not be easy to determine exactly where law is being practiced . . . .”); James W. Jones et al., *Reforming Lawyer Mobility—Protecting Turf or Serving Clients?*, 30 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 125, 134–35 (2017) (“To date, only two states, Arizona and New Hampshire, have expressly recognized that it is not the unauthorized practice of law to practice law remotely—i.e., digitally—when sitting in the state but actually using technology to practice in another jurisdiction where the lawyer is licensed and in good
resistance to remote work has been attributed in large part to the perceived relationship-based nature of lawyering and the perception that at least some clients expect to meet with their legal counsel in well-appointed offices. But along came COVID-19, and lawyers could no longer avoid the pull of the work-from-home movement. If lawyers wanted to bill hours, they were going to have to work from home.

As lawyers began working from home, law offices were forced to enhance their technological resources and capabilities to meet the needs of the firm and to confront the technological challenges associated with such developments. Issues around laptop-versus-desktop use, home Wi-Fi capacity and security, and virtual private networks emerged as pressing problems to address. Lawyers, like everyone else in the world, began using videoconferencing and telecommunication platforms such as Zoom for remote meetings. Addressing remote law practice during the pandemic specifically, one group of commentators offered the following assessment under New York’s rules of professional conduct:

> Working remotely can mean different things to different New York lawyers. Some are remote lawyering during the pandemic without having left their New York residences while others have moved (temporarily) to another home in-state or out-of-state where they are not licensed or admitted to practice. New York lawyers who have relocated to another state due to the COVID-19 outbreak should be careful not to engage in the unauthorized practice of law in violation of N.Y. Rule 5.5. . . . [L]awyers who have relocated should determine whether they can serve clients in their home jurisdiction. In some states, it may be against the rules to practice remotely on behalf of home state clients. Further, lawyers should not assume that ABA Model Rule 5.5(c), which allows temporary multijurisdictional practice, will apply in a particular jurisdiction and should consider consulting qualified counsel in their temporary jurisdiction to ascertain whether major-disaster provisions are in effect and whether any local rules or requirements may impact their ability to practice.


to meet with clients, colleagues, and the courts on a regular basis, rather than in specific circumstances.\textsuperscript{32} Lawyers adapted to the work-from-home model not by choice, but out of necessity.

Law firms also had to address security concerns that arise as a result of remote working. Malware infections, hacking, and other challenges are more difficult to prevent once workers are no longer regularly connected to a law office’s computer network.\textsuperscript{33} Firms with appropriate cybersecurity systems in place had to ramp up their availability to cover more workers; those without appropriate security technologies needed to acquire and implements them on an urgent basis.

Moreover, communication complications became manifest, and the need to address them holistically became important. “In a remote working world, everyone’s delegation/supervision/feedback skills must be even better—more frequent, more clear and more realistic—than usual.”\textsuperscript{34} For example, in a private firm, a practice group leader may need to intentionally ask how an individual is doing because the leader can no longer gauge this based on their interaction with the individual in the office.\textsuperscript{35} Junior lawyers in office settings must be more transparent and realistic about their own constraints as their home environments change.\textsuperscript{36} It has also become more important for junior lawyers to take clear


\textsuperscript{35} See id. The pandemic and quarantine have created a childcare crisis that is affecting many working parents. Lawyers are no exception to this problem. Firms should make an effort to reach out to working parents, start a dialogue about the struggles they are facing and provide additional support mechanisms to them. If firms overlook this crisis, they risk losing talent they have worked hard to retain. Whittney Beard & Malini Nangia, \textit{Call It a Crisis: Law Firms Need to Quickly Respond to Needs of Working Parents}, AM. LAW. (Aug. 12, 2020) https://www.law.com/americanylawyer/2020/08/12/call-it-a-crisis-law-firms-need-to-quickly-respond-to-needs-of-working-parents/.

\textsuperscript{36} Beard & Nangia, supra note 35.
ownership of the work they are doing so that senior lawyers, whose focus is on more directly helping clients navigate the issues arising, can more easily monitor who is working on what and keep track of the status of projects.\textsuperscript{37} Before the pandemic, communication challenges of the kinds mentioned here may have been barriers to lawyers working from home. Now, lawyers have no choice but to overcome them.

While the work-from-home movement has presented new challenges surrounding security and communication, it has also produced some positive effects. Working from home often creates a more relaxed work environment that has been shown to lead to more creativity.\textsuperscript{38} Additionally, lawyers are enjoying the benefits of having no commute.\textsuperscript{39} Many lawyers have liked working from home so much that they hope to continue to do so once the pandemic is over.\textsuperscript{40} It remains to be seen whether law firms will allow them to continue to do so in a post-pandemic world.

COVID-19 has also changed how lawyers share information with other lawyers. As noted supra Part I, a number of business law issues arose or became prominent as a result of COVID-19, and these issues affected a wide swath of the business world at the same time. Law offices began to see an abundance of overlapping client requests.\textsuperscript{41} This created an incentive for lawyers to buy into platforms that streamline the way attorneys share information.\textsuperscript{42} Private law firms have tried to implement such systems in the past, only to face resistance from lawyers who failed to see value in these systems.\textsuperscript{43} The circumstances presented by COVID-19 create an environment in which lawyers—especially business lawyers in large office settings—can now see the value of using a knowledge management system that helps reduce the time they spend duplicating the efforts of others.\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{37} See id.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Brenda Sapino Jeffreys, Legal Professionals Want to Keep Working From Home, but Will That Last?, AM. LAW. (June 11, 2020), https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2020/06/11/legal-professionals-want-to-keep-working-from-home-but-will-that-last/.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.
The pandemic also has led to innovations in lawyer advertising. In 1977, the Supreme Court invalidated the longtime ban on lawyer advertising on First Amendment grounds in *Bates v. State Bar of Arizona*. This opened the door to legal advertising. Lawyers first began publishing advertisements in newspapers and on billboards, then on television, and later on the Internet.

Recently, law firms have turned to content marketing instead of solely relying on traditional advertisements. Content marketing is a “strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience—and, ultimately, to drive profitable [client] action.” This type of marketing can take the form of blogs, videos, podcasts, webinars, live virtual events, press releases, client memos, or newsletters. Content marketing allows firms to gain the exposure they want and need, while also allowing them to demonstrate their knowledge on a topic and thus build a stronger reputation.

Content marketing has advantages over regular advertising that have been accentuated by COVID-19. Generally, people dislike (and may distrust) advertisements and have a more positive impression of content that is presented in another format. Because a lawyer’s reputation is so valuable, it can be important for business lawyers and business law offices to adopt a somewhat refined approach to their advertising strategies. This is especially true during a time of crisis when there is a greater risk of

---

48 See *JUTKOWITZ*, supra note 47.
being perceived as trying to take advantage of vulnerable individuals and entities.\footnote{One firm was criticized in the early stages of the pandemic for running a television advertisement focused on victims of COVID-19. See Chris Dickerson, \textit{Law Firms Criticized for Advertising Services During Coronavirus Pandemic}, W.V. REC. (Apr. 29, 2020), https://wvrecord.com/stories/534593393-law-firms-criticized-for-advertising-services-during-coronavirus-pandemic.} By producing content as opposed to generic advertisements, lawyers are more likely to be seen as trying to help members of the public as opposed to take advantage of them. Thus, content marketing can help lawyers create or maintain a more positive reputation through the crisis.

Content marketing is also typically more cost-effective than running regular hard-copy or online advertisements.\footnote{See Heidi Cohen, \textit{Why Content Marketing Is More Cost Effective Than Digital Advertising, Actionable Marketing Guide} (Sep. 20, 2012), https://heidicohen.com/why-content-marketing-is-more-effective-than-digital-advertising-research/.} One study found that content marketing costs 62\% less than traditional marketing and generates over three times as many leads as traditional marketing.\footnote{A Guide to Marketing Genius: Content Marketing, DEMAND METRIC, https://www.demandmetric.com/content/content-marketing-infographic (last visited Mar. 29, 2021).} The content that is published by firms is often written by lawyers within the firm at little additional cost to the firm. Once posted, the articles may remain online in perpetuity and continue to act as an advertisement for years to come. A traditional print-based or Internet advertisement on the other hand, will almost always require that the firm pay other parties to create, print or host, and distribute the advertisement. Moreover, that advertisement will only survive for a limited period of time. During COVID-19, when law firms are tightening their budgets, content marketing proves to be a great way to save money while continuing to advertise effectively.

Considering all of the benefits of content marketing during the pandemic, it is no surprise that law firms have ramped up their content marketing efforts.\footnote{See generally Patrick Smith, \textit{COVID Pushed Firms to Overhaul How They Connect With Clients. They Aren't Going Back.}, AM. LAW. (Nov. 29, 2020), https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2020/11/29/covid-pushed-firms-to-overhaul-how-they-connect-with-clients-they-arent-going-back/ (“Clients faced myriad business issues revolving around COVID-19, including how to handle various federal and state financial assistance packages, employment law issues and even how to conduct business. But most firms recognized these issues, creating a glut of content and forcing creativity.”).} Many firms took their content marketing to a new level this year by creating COVID-19 hubs on their websites. These hubs serve as a centralized location for all of the firm's articles, public memoranda,
and other legal news on COVID-19 related issues, many (if not most) of which are business law issues. The organization of articles on these hubs makes it easier for website visitors to access the targeted information pertaining to their unique circumstances or needs. During the height of the pandemic, many firms even directed website visitors to their COVID-19 hub upon arrival to the firm website. These hubs have benefited firms in various ways.

First, the hubs may increase a law firm’s visibility on the Internet. The Google algorithm rewards websites that post quality content that interests readers. During the pandemic, firms can take advantage of this algorithm by publishing articles that address the numerous legal issues brought to the business forefront by COVID-19, including those mentioned supra Part I. As people search for answers to their legal questions, they will likely find themselves reading an article on one of these COVID-19 hubs. With all of the COVID-19 issues organized in one place, website visitors are likely to be drawn to read other articles that relate to the particular issue they are facing. This increases the time the user is spending on the website and signals to Google that the information being accessed by the user is helpful to them. Thus, Google will recommend the website to others facing similar situations, and accordingly, the firm’s visibility will increase.

The abundance of information on the COVID-19 hubs also helps demonstrate that the law firm is a legal authority on COVID-19-related issues and has people monitoring the ever-changing business law landscape that generates and responds to those issues. The firm’s reputation is further enhanced when the content in the articles provides true value to readers. Having a reputation as a leader in addressing COVID-19 issues in business law can increase the likelihood that potential clients will respond to the content marketing and reach out with questions about a specific issue. This strengthened reputation can also bolster a

54 See Joe Dysart, Marketing Via Content the Power of Feature Articles, ARIZ. ATT’Y, Feb. 2014, at 34; see also Neil Patel, How to Create Better Content For Your Customers, NEILPATEL, https://neilpatel.com/blog/content-creation-how-to-create-better-content-for-your-customers/ (discussing the intricacies of creating content that people are looking for).


current client’s confidence in the firm’s ability to guide them through the storm and result in referrals by these existing clients to new clients.

In addition, a few law firms with strong business transactional practices have innovated by creating specific digital applications for use in the pandemic. These apps may address client service issues or law office management of health and safety. For example, one British law firm created an app to facilitate assessing client exposure by performing preliminary contract review on a bulk basis.\(^57\) At least two U.S. firms have created apps for use by their attorneys and staff in returning to an in-person office setting.\(^58\)

In all of these ways, business lawyers and law offices, as well as the larger legal profession, have been forced to innovate or have heard the call to innovate as a result of COVID-19. Business lawyering has been changed by these innovations. The extent to which those changes may be lasting or permanent remains to be seen.\(^59\) However, it seems fair to say that the longer the pandemic lasts, the more likely it is that most of the pandemic-induced transformations to business lawyering will endure for the long term.

III. ATTENTIVENESS TO THE BUSINESS LAWYER’S PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT IN THE PANDEMIC

These law and lawyer-driven innovations, as well as the re-tooling of business lawyers with enhanced knowledge and skills, have been critical to the furtherance of efficacious client service in the pandemic. The existence of many disturbances in the ordinary course of business lawyering, however, may create tensions in professional responsibility and

\(^{57}\) See Travers Smith LLP Has Announced the Launch of a Force Majeure App, an Innovative Approach to Dealing with Client Requests on Force Majeure Exposure in Contracts (Mar. 30, 2020), https://www.traverssmith.com/knowledge/knowledge-container/travers-smith-launches-free-force-majeure-contract-review-app-for-clients/ (“The tool allows contracts to be sent in bulk to a centralised mailbox within Travers Smith, which automatically analyses the contract based on pre-defined legal rules. The tool then provides a report which will help businesses decide which contracts they should prioritise for more detailed analysis.”).


\(^{59}\) See Smith, supra note 53 (“As firms have managed to make the necessary adjustments to stay in front of their clients, and in some cases get in front of new ones, the question is what will stick and what won’t when things get back to normal.”).
ethics. Accordingly, as they adapt during these uncertain times, lawyers must also remember and adhere to the rules of professional responsibility and their overall ethical obligations—including by being aware of the ways in which the applied context of these rules and obligations change.

As COVID-19 started uprooting the day-to-day lives of lawyers (including business lawyers), a number of state bar associations issued broad ethical guidance to ensure that compliance with ethical standards was not lost amidst the chaos. In times of uncertainty, questions and concerns—from both lawyers and clients—are amplified; therefore, it is vital that lawyers remain well-versed in their ethical obligations as COVID-19 continues to create significant uncertainty. Although there are numerous professional responsibility problems presented by COVID-19, this Article focuses primarily on the issues of competence and the preservation of confidential client information in a business law context.

On its most basic level, a profession cannot survive without competent and diligent workers. This notion holds true for the legal profession as a whole at any time, but it is especially true for transactional business lawyers attempting to navigate the challenges created by COVID-19. Unfortunately, the rules of professional responsibility can be hard to navigate for transactional business lawyers, because these rules seem to be tailored more to the daily challenges of litigators than dealmakers. As the pandemic progresses, novel issues of law will continue to test transactional lawyers’ substantive knowledge (as noted supra Part I). Moreover, the rapid development of new customs and technologies (as noted supra Part II) will increasingly challenge these lawyers’ abilities to respond to their environment, both from a business standpoint and on a personal level. Because of these changes, remaining competent through COVID-19 is one of the most important obligations a transactional business lawyer can fulfill—both for themselves and for their clients.


The generally applicable standard of conduct for attorney competence is found in Rule 1.1 of the American Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct. It states that “[a] lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.” This rule does not offer clear guidance on its face. Business lawyers could exhaust their time and energy attempting to understand what is—and what is not—competent representation. On a rudimentary level, an unofficial benchmark for measuring competence can be described as follows:

The extent to which an attorney (1) is specifically knowledgeable about the fields of law in which he or she practices, (2) performs the techniques of such practice with skill, (3) manages such practice efficiently, (4) identifies issues beyond his or her competence relevant to the matter undertaken, bringing these to the client’s attention, (5) properly prepares and carries through the matter undertaken, and (6) is intellectually, emotionally, and physically capable.

This multi-faceted analysis of competence creates challenges that lawyers must address regarding their knowledge and retention of the law, their practical skills in application of the law, and their ability to navigate legal tasks not only in an intellectual manner, but also in an emotionally capable and physically capable manner. Unfortunately, a long-lasting global pandemic like the one caused by COVID-19 can create challenges to a lawyer’s ability to fulfill these core components of competency.

The drafters of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct may have foreseen that an emergency situation—such as a pandemic—could pose challenges to competent representation of a client. Given this consideration, they provided, in part, that “[i]n an emergency a lawyer may give advice or assistance in a matter in which the lawyer does not have the skill ordinarily required where referral to or consultation or association with another lawyer would be impractical.” The drafters apparently understood that certain emergencies could create lesser known and emergent issues of law that many attorneys would not be prepared to
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handle. Despite this comment’s seemingly relaxed language regarding competence in times of crisis, transactional business lawyers should remain cautious and prepared—even during the pandemic—when taking on unfamiliar issues of law that impact their clients.

As noted supra Part I, a potentially unfamiliar issue of law is whether COVID-19 is an event that excuses a party from its contractual obligations—i.e. pandemic-induced force majeure or material adverse change. Many, if not all, competent business lawyers understand the concept of a force majeure. However, the language describing a force majeure can differ from contract to contract, and many contracts do not explicitly include language that unambiguously includes a pandemic as a triggering event. This has been troubling to lawyers and clients alike during the COVID-19 fiasco. When an event is not explicitly included in a contract as a force majeure, it remains difficult to discern whether the drafters of the agreement may have contemplated and purposefully addressed the risk of that event’s occurrence by silence.\(^\text{65}\) As a result, force majeure clauses are typically interpreted narrowly throughout the country,\(^\text{66}\) leaving many contracting parties without hope for recourse. This is just one example of how COVID-19 has generated novel questions within a well-understood contractual issue such as force majeure. To be competent in giving legal advice on contracts that include force majeure clauses, a business lawyer must understand not only the general nature and effect of a force majeure clause, but also its interpretation in applied contexts in the relevant jurisdiction or jurisdictions.

Due to the fact that many contracts do not include a force majeure clause or do not unambiguously include a pandemic as a force majeure, business lawyers must remain competent and diligent in their search for alternative forms of relief for their clients’ contractual disputes. For example, a business lawyer may: (1) as noted supra Part I, assess the applicability of the common law doctrines of impossibility, impracticability, and frustration of purpose, (2) seek to renegotiate the terms of the contract


or implement a tolling agreement, or (3) diligently monitor updates in government actions and decisional law that may strengthen the client’s position in a *force majeure* lawsuit. Business lawyers must also remain diligent in representing new and future clients by including explicit pandemic protection language in the *force majeure* clauses that they draft going forward. The pandemic experience has been instructive; business lawyers now understand that this language will protect clients’ interests in the event of another viral outbreak similar to COVID-19.

Additionally, it should not be overlooked that an attorney’s professional competence includes more than just the ability to understand and apply the law for their clients. Perhaps one of the most important components of being a competent practitioner is being emotionally and physically capable of managing the stress that comes from unforeseen events, including pandemics. A study conducted by the American Society of Addiction Medicine indicated that, from a sample of 12,825 licensed, practicing attorneys, 61.1% reported experiencing anxiety, and 45.7% reported experiencing depression at some point during their legal careers. These large percentages may reflect at least in part the rigorous professional standards that lawyers are held to even in the absence of a pandemic. COVID-19 only adds to this problem. Lawyers have been removed from their offices, their work allocations have been thrown into disarray, and their future flow of business remains uncertain.

Given the relatively high levels of anxiety and depression among lawyers, it is imperative that attorneys take care of their mental health in times of great stress. Ensuring that business lawyers can remain focused on helping their clients without the added pressures of logistically uprooting their entire client service operations positively impacts attorney well-being and is the first step in relieving mental stress and anxiety.

---
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throughout a time of adversity—like that created by COVID-19. To achieve this step, business lawyers must put a plan in place (or implement a pre-existing plan) for themselves or their firms to soften the chaotic transition that COVID-19 is creating. This plan should be “a written document that describes how a firm intends to continue carrying out critical business processes in the event of a disaster.”70 A plan of this kind—if properly drafted—prioritizes clients by assigning attorneys specific client contacts to which they will reach out, delegates in advance employee responsibilities in the event remote work is necessary, and decides when and where to relocate their workplace or office.71 Having these preparations in place will ensure continuity for small and large law firms alike, and being on top of operations and in communication with clients during a disaster will demonstrate competence and value to those in need of legal advice. Measures of this kind can save business lawyers time and energy that could be devoted to solving clients’ legal issues. This, in turn, will reduce added pressures brought on by pandemic.

Not to be forgotten, physical competence is just as vital as mental competence when navigating this viral pandemic. There is still much to be learned about the physical effects of COVID-19 on the human body, but one thing that is well established is that this virus harms people with underlying health conditions at a much higher rate than those without.72 Members of the legal profession (including business lawyers) are not exempt from these underlying health conditions, especially in light of the fact that the demanding schedules of private firm attorneys tend to create less opportunity for physical exercise.73 The legal profession has higher rates of overweight professionals than most other professional

70 STEPHEN N. ZACK, AM. BAR ASS’N SPECIAL COMM. ON DISASTER RESPONSE AND PREPAREDNESS, SURVIVING A DISASTER: A LAWYER’S GUIDE TO DISASTER PLANNING (2011) (available at https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/disaster/surviving_a_disaster_a_lawyers_guide_to_disaster_planning.pdf).

71 See id.


occupations. The combination of occupational stress and a lack of exercise can lead to health problems such as heart disease, hypertension, and high blood pressure. These health problems constitute underlying conditions that leave an individual more susceptible to harm from COVID-19. As business lawyers navigate the daily challenges that come from a viral pandemic, it is imperative that they remain cautious. Adhering to guidelines produced by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention with regard to social distancing and other viral transmission precautions will allow attorneys to continue to minimize their risk of contracting COVID-19 as they go about their daily lives and help to ensure the physical competence required for their practice. Additionally, the increasing opportunity for inoculation will continue to minimize the risk of COVID-19 exposure, and certain states are now providing vaccine priority to attorneys.

Staying up to date about your state’s vaccination priorities—and which priority group you may fall into—is a great way to determine whether you are eligible to receive the vaccine, which will allow
you to remain physically healthy and competent in your continued
representation of clients.

COVID-19 can lead to extended infirmity and, in some cases,
hospitalization. The time spent recovering from this illness can leave
business lawyers unable to meet the needs of clients, including those with
time-sensitive transactions. It is wise for every business lawyer to designate
someone within the office as a successor in the event that attorney
becomes ill and is unable to manage client affairs for an extended period
of time. Sole practitioners should also consider putting succession plans
in place. This may be as simple as assigning a trusted individual to manage
the practice in case that attorney falls ill and is unable to manage ongoing
client matters. While it is true that COVID-19 does not impact everyone
in the same way, business lawyers must remain overly cautious with regard
to their physical health and overly prepared with regard to client service
succession planning in order to ensure that they competently meet their
clients’ needs throughout the pandemic.

Despite the hurdles that COVID-19 has created for business lawyers,
modern technological advancements allowed the legal profession to
respond efficiently and successfully to the mandated stay-at-home orders
in the early stages of the outbreak. Based on a survey published by the
U.S. Census Bureau, 87% of U.S. households had a computer by 2015. 78
This means that almost all lawyers have the opportunity to remain
connected to their work without ever having to set foot in their physical
office. The proliferation of laptop computers, in particular, has enabled
the transitions to working from home identified supra Part II. While that
has been welcome during the pandemic, there are related issues of
professional responsibility and ethics that cannot be overlooked.

In particular, the standard for competence also applies to a lawyer’s
use of technology. Comment 8 to Rule 1.1 of the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct states, in part, that “[t]o maintain the requisite knowledge and skill,
a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology . . . .” 79
Even as late as this year, new technologies have allowed business lawyers
flourish in imperfect circumstances; yet, in spite of this, bar associations
historically have been skeptical about the introduction of new technology
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into the legal profession.\textsuperscript{80} However, these technological advancements must be monitored, scrutinized, and (in appropriate instances) employed to ensure that lawyers continue to uphold their ethical obligations.

Moreover, as noted \textit{supra} Part II, in today’s technological environment, the need to meet “face-to-face” with clients, staff, and other attorneys can be fulfilled through online communication platforms such as Zoom, one among a number of popular videoconferencing services that creates a virtual meeting accessible through computers, tablets, and even smartphones. These virtual channels of communication have exploded into the legal sector in the pandemic era. Even state Supreme Courts have used Zoom to hear oral arguments.\textsuperscript{81} The obvious attraction to this online format is the ability to meet “face-to-face” with clients and others about matters involving legal representation while minimizing the risk of contracting COVID-19. In some situations, digital platforms allow attorneys to continue taking on new clients without risking exposure. Overall, this creates the potential for a win-win situation. But business lawyers need to be mindful of their ethical obligations to their clients while using these virtual meeting applications, because a lack of technological competence can lead to breaches of ethical duties.

One significant concern is the threat to confidential client information. A failure to comply with some professional conduct rules may cause no harm to a client.\textsuperscript{82} However, Rule 1.6 of the \textit{Model Rules of Professional Conduct}, governing confidentiality, is not one of them; a business lawyer’s failure to comply with their confidentiality obligation to a client can cause the client harm. Model Rule 1.6 clearly states that “a lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client unless client gives informed consent.”\textsuperscript{83} The rule further provides that an attorney “shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information
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relating to the representation of a client, therefore, exposing information that an attorney has been tasked with safeguarding—even if done inadvertently—can amount to professional responsibility violation that compromises a client’s privacy and affairs. Such an exposure of sensitive information is the antithesis of competent representation as a fiduciary, and the implementation of new technologies—such as virtual meeting applications—creates new opportunities for inadvertent unethical disclosure.

In the early months of COVID-19 when law firms were trying to remain calm and in contact with their clients, the number of meetings taking place via Zoom increased dramatically. That increase in popularity also led to internet hackers attempting to take advantage of the platform’s novice security measures. Thankfully, there have been no reports of these hackers stealing data or planting malware. Nonetheless, a confidentiality issue arose because third parties were entering client meetings undetected and became privy to all information discussed within that particular meeting. This threat, if not properly addressed, would tend to limit the utility and use of a form of communication that many business lawyers have found quite useful during this pandemic.

State ethics commissions and boards may issue opinions surrounding the use of virtual meeting software. Perhaps skepticism will be warranted, or perhaps cautiousness will be blown out of proportion. Despite Zoom’s assurances that its software is now relatively well protected from a privacy standpoint, business lawyers must remain cautious and take all reasonable steps to secure confidential information obtained in virtual meetings. These precautions can include using a password to protect meeting rooms, locking the meeting once all anticipated members have joined, and avoiding the use of file sharing through the virtual meeting application. Above all, lawyers would benefit from researching and reviewing the privacy measures of each virtual meeting provider they use to ensure that
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reasonable measures have been taken to protect a client’s information from unethical disclosure.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have observed many changes to businesses in the United States and around the world since the COVID-19 pandemic’s dangers first became apparent in the spring of 2020. Some of those changes have been driven by the virus itself; some have been driven by governmental mandates and business realities in the wake of the recognition of the pandemic’s dangers to human life and well-being. Regardless, businesses and the individuals that manage and work for them, have had to adapt to new and evolving circumstances in the months since that time.

As a result, business lawyers—who, like other lawyers, were not fully prepared for systemic changes of the magnitude seen in the COVID-19 era—have been required to respond as a matter of substantive law, professional practice, and professional conduct. This Article documents all three phenomena in brief but relevant part and makes limited, initial observations about each. We hope that, as the pandemic continues to have effects on business law and business lawyering, our documentation of these aspects of business law and business lawyering will both serve as a touchstone for the development of business lawyering and offer business lawyers an opportunity for reflection on their activities and conduct during a time of rapid change.

We also hope that, with the advent and increased use of effective vaccines against COVID-19, this pandemic will soon be over. No doubt both the changes to business lawyering and the lessons learned from the many substantive, practical, and ethical challenges that have arisen in the wake of COVID-19 will survive the pandemic in some form. This offers some comfort. While the thought of another systemic global crisis is unappealing at best, what we have experienced and learned will no doubt be useful in maneuvering and surviving through whatever the future may bring.